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BACKGROUND

X Reni Trasporti Celeri Srl was born as a company providing express and
dedicated transports, within the editorial distribution logistics in the
province of Verona since 1952.

X Over the years, the company has incessantly invested in people and
infrastructures, becoming one of the major logistics and transport
companies, constantly evolving, present on the Italian territory and
all around Europe.

X Reni Trasporti Celeri Srl offers integrated logistics services for
transports, handling and packaging on numerous markets and
throughout the country with proven flexibility, combined with
competitive costs. It boasts a unique service in terms of reaction
times, as well as timetables and reliability typical of a courier not
subject to pick-up and delivery constraints or time limitations.
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MISSION

X Processes, optimization and proposals adapted to any need

X Advanced storage and warehouse management solutions

X Integrated logistics solutions

X Analysis plans, processes analytical performances control, cost 
controls 

X Creation of added value perceived by the customers of our 
clients

X Flexibility, reactivity, competitiveness
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STRENGHTS

X Quality of service constantly monitored by latest generation TMS and WMS

X Cutting-edge systems, structures and means of transport, with particular attention to environmental
sustainability

X Branched presence throughout the country with hubs equipped for transit, parking and reloading of
goods

X Warehousing e Cross-Docking - Outsourcing management with ad-hoc integrated solutions

X Competitive delivery times throughout the national territory with management ranging from the
single package to the complete vehicle

X 24/7 Hours operation on 365 days / year

X Consolidated network with specialized and certified partners
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CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

X Inbound e Outbound Logistic solutions 

X Strategic Team Unit for Ad Hoc  solutions

X IT, custom, excises documentation management

X Post Sales Logistics and Reverse Logistics Management

X Supply Chain Management
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NUMBERS

X 40,000 square meters covered and equipped in the 
province of Verona Italy 

X 18 transit and storage platforms on the national territory

X 60 road tilt truck, open top

X 40 tractors

X 110 semi-trailers equipped for different types of goods

X 70 express vans available for dedicated transport 

X 140 operators in the related industries

X 25 offices operators 
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FIGURES

X Over 100 clients

X Over 30.000 FTL, LTL and Groupages services per year

X Over 100,000 Parcel services / year

X Over 16 million EUR invoiced in the  2020
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

X Our company is aware of the importance and opportunity that could be
granted to it and makes itself available to provide the most consistent
logistical support to your needs

X Trusting us will lead you to have a flexible and responsive partner with a
unique service in terms of times, schedules and reliability, with the
flexibility of a courier not subject to pick up and delivery constraints or time
limitations

X As a company we are willing to invest in innovations and design methods
that may be of interest to you
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